Not quite there

More doubts about whether leaders are serious about polls

A

s marathon negotiations to fix elections get into the final lap, new doubts have emerged about whether the leaders of the NC and Maoists are actually serious about polls at all. The NC is under tremendous pressure from royalists in the ranks who have rejected declaring a republic before elections, and have even threatened to mutiny if the prime minister goes ahead. This group consists mainly of conservative trans-Karnali politicians. The Maoist leadership, on the other hand, is still paralysed by an existential crisis over polls. Radicals there, too, have put pressure on the bosses to push for either a roundtable conference or a full proportional election. NC leader Shekhar Koirala rejects a roundtable outright. “Where in the world do you have a roundtable when parliament is in session? This just proves the Maoists have no intention to go for elections,” he told himalkhabar.com on Thursday. However, the issue of a new government with the NC, UML and Maoists dividing up three main ministries has been set aside as too contentious for now. The three parties are under increasing pressure from India to resolve their differences and get serious about polls. Contrary to the flexibility they showed last week, the Maoists have also become rigid again. “If there is no full proportional elections then let’s have a roundtable conference, that is our bottomline,” says Maoist leader CP Gajurel. But analysts say ‘roundtable conference’ is a euphemism for postponing elections again.

Meanwhile, the United Madhesi Front made up of Upendra Yadav’s MJF and a group of politicians led by Rajendra Mahato have announced a month of protests to commemorate last year’s madhes uprising with demands that include a new census and a new caretaker government.
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NOT JUST RIPOFFS

‘Gap-year ripoffs’ (#372) was indeed a collection of sour experiences of different volunteers. Following the recent celebration of ‘International Volunteers Day’ on 5 December, we the Volunteer Sending Agencies of Nepal, would like to take the opportunity to assure your readers that there are well-structured and well-defined volunteering opportunities in Nepal where the participants can make significant contributions to development. The international volunteers are placed all over Nepal with local partners organizations and work as facilitators for development while learning about Nepal. We would like to request your readers to seek established volunteer programs if available in their countries of origin and check the credibility (program history, local registration, agreements with the Government of Nepal etc.) of the organization/program they are coming with.

VOLUNTEER SERVICES OVERSEAS (VSO)

Hydropowered

It is good to know that the press is catching up with the general public’s views towards Girija Koirala (‘Ceremonial prime minister’ #378) and his NC. Koirala and his party never had the vision nor the leadership for Nepal. This editorial should have come at least two years ago when Koirala became the prime minister of Nepal. We Nepalis have to ask one question: why should Koirala be the one to lead the country when his leadership has failed so many times? It is time to say no thank you to Messrs Koirala, Deuba & Co with the general public’s views towards Girija Koirala and his party. We need a leader who will lead by example, not by his or her valueless words. CK Lal, too, is getting closer each time to this issue. He is starting to get things right.

Pashupati Neupane, Syangja

Hydropower

It is great to learn from Shailee Basnet about a local initiative that has worked so well. (‘Hydropowered education’, #377). In a country where the government has not done much for remote areas, projects like these are definitely a solution. It saddens me to hear that the YCL is becoming a hindrance to this project as well. By extorting money from this unique scheme to pay their salaries, they are preventing a group from being supplied with the electrical power they need. This is a source of sour experiences of different volunteers. Following the recent celebration of ‘International Volunteers Day’ on 5 December, we the Volunteer Sending Agencies of Nepal, would like to take the opportunity to assure your readers that there are well-structured and well-defined volunteering opportunities in Nepal where the participants can make significant contributions to development. The international volunteers are placed all over Nepal with local partners organizations and work as facilitators for development while learning about Nepal. We would like to request your readers to seek established volunteer programs if available in their countries of origin and check the credibility (program history, local registration, agreements with the Government of Nepal etc.) of the organization/program they are coming with.
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Revisiting a multi-purpose Melamchi

The only way to save the project may be to expand it to include hydropower and irrigation

MALLIKA ARYAL

It has been 30 years since Melamchi was identified as a potential source of additional water for Kathmandu Valley. The project has since been scaled back, delayed and is now stuck.

By the time it is completed, if ever, Kathmandu will probably need more water than it is designed for. Some experts are therefore proposing an even more ambitious Melamchi project that will add hydropower and irrigation component.

As it stands today, Melamchi will bring pure Himalayan glacial melt through a 26km tunnel to Sundarijal on the outskirts of Kathmandu. The lead agency pushing this $500 million project is the Manila-based Asian Development Bank (ADB) and its Kathmandu office.

As it stands today, Melamchi has a cascade. Additional water for Kathmandu will be brought through a 26km tunnel to Sundarijal so that the water can also be used to generate electricity in a cascade.

The tunnel is currently designed to bring water from Melamchi, Yangri and Larke rivers. Demand estimates show that water from these rivers will meet the needs of Kathmandu Valley only till 2022.

“By the time the project is ready, there will be water scarcity again,” argues economist Ratna Samsar Shrestha, “if Balephi river is added, the project can meet Kathmandu’s demand beyond 2022.”

One of the main arguments against Melamchi in its present form is that it only benefits the Kathmandu Valley and drops to the tarai to generate electricity again on the Bagmati River.

“A multi-purpose Melamchi would be the perfect model for water supply, irrigation and power generation,” says Tuladhar of ENPHO.

All in all, construction hasn’t been publicly debated, those who have sounded out the politicians say that there has been a positive response. “The prime minister, finance minister, the Maoists, other opposition parties and members of National Planning Commission, the ADB are all convinced,” says Shrestha.

The only aspect worrying the experts lobbying for an expanded multi-purpose Melamchi is criticism that Kathmandu’s water supply augmentation is going to be further delayed. “It’s a grand plan, but it was drawn up at the eleventh hour,” admits Rama Kant Gauro at the National Planning Commission.

But Joshi thinks the delays may not be that significant. “After all, construction hasn’t begun yet, the changes we propose are only in the design phase which may take a few extra months,” he says. “Besides, the hydropower part can come later and will not interfere with the water supply component.”

Malika Aryal

The only way to save the project may be to expand it to include hydropower and irrigation.
23 for Everest

Everest Bank has opened a new branch at Garko. This branch offers a scheme where accounts can be opened with a minimum deposit of Rs 500 and get a free debit card. There is also a 50 percent discount on lockers. This is Everest’s 23rd branch in the country.

2 Much

The LG 2 Good 2 Much scheme offers buyers a 5kg pack of Henko Stan Champion washing powder free on every purchase of LG Fully Automatic washing machine and a 3kg pack of the same with every Semi Automatic. Buyers will also get an LG Microwave cooking kit free with every LG microwave oven. LG is distributed by Chaudhary Group.

Nokia partnership

Nokia has added operators and independent software vendors (ISVs) to its Nokia for Business partner ecosystem. The Nokia for Business Operator Program is designed to help operators drive engagement and sell-through with business customers by jointly developing value added mobility solutions.

United for blood

United Finance organised its first blood donation program with 33 United for blood donors.

NEW PRODUCTS

CIG: Brown is the latest cigarette brand to hit the market. Manufactured by Gorkha Lahari, it is Nepal’s first brown-coloured cigarette. Gorkha Lahari also manufactures Yeti Filter Kings, Gorkha, Sahara, Nepal Gold Flake and Bahar brands of cigarettes.

PROJECT: The Baulight Phoenix S25 DLP Projector is being marketed by CAS Trading House. The projector comes with DLP display technology, 2500 ANSI lumens, 800X600 native aspect ratio and is HDTV compatible.

Strictly Business

He asked me whether I had advice for him. I had none, for what one works for one individual may not work for another, and it’s not easy to come up with a formula that works for all. Thinking of a way to help him and his wife think through their possible career plans in Nepal, I shared these three observations.

Mindset: Returning to work in Nepal after many years abroad is a function of mindset. There are those who get their kicks from removing obstacles to design systems for others to work productively, and there are others who are happier being productive in systems that others have put in place. Either mindset is fine, thinking of a way to help them and through their possible career plans in Nepal. I shared these three observations.

Mindset: Returning to work in Nepal after many years abroad is a function of mindset. There are those who get their kicks from removing obstacles to design systems for others to work productively, and there are others who are happier being productive in systems that others have put in place. Either mindset is fine, through those with the latter mindset might find most Nepal workplaces maddeningly chaotic and unmanageable.

But for those who relish the challenges of persisting to design their own systems of how work should be done, most senior-level jobs in Nepal tend to offer many such opportunities. Sure, compared to what’s available elsewhere globally, the scale of such designs can be small here. But once the systems get up and running, it’s not difficult to scale up, depending on which industry one is part of. Like in everything else, focus on and patience for results matter.

Mentor: Most, not all, senior Nepali professionals do not know how to be effective mentors to younger professionals. Ignorance is not their fault. Many of them became who they are by juggling an industry early on, and then slowly climbing up the rungs over the years. Often, they were the first members of their clans or districts ever to start or join private sector firms.

As such, they may know their industries well, but knowledge does not extend to explaining what kinds of career opportunities are available. Indeed, meetings with most of them to discuss career-related matters can be a waste of time, filled with vacuous, if emotionally stirring, paeans about Nepal’s unlimited potential for, well, just about everything. So, yes, getting a job by knowing someone senior can be easy. The task of making a fulfilling career out of that job or a string of related jobs must remain an intensely personal work.

One solution is to start one’s own formal and informal professional network. This is something that many career-savvy young to mid-level professionals are already doing in Nepal via email lists and regular get-togethers.

Minding the fame: One downside of a having successful career in Nepal is that becoming famous quickly is not difficult. Not everyone has the self-awareness of Magsaysay winner Mahabir Pun, who had the humility to declare that the award was given to him too early.

But once you start giving interviews about the state of the nation, appearing on magazine covers and reports, and filling in as judges and patrons at various charity events, often with the same set of friends, it’s hard not to take yourself seriously as one of Nepal’s pillars. The result is that the award was given to him too early.
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Gajurel’s Europe yatra

CP Gajurel in Samaya, 14-20 December

Even after we came into the peace process, there have been international misconceptions about the Maoists. It was to set the record straight that I took a Europe tour last month. That is why every moment was extremely important for me. When I had to spend hours at a hotel in Bahrain, I felt uneasy and impatient. I travelled through France, England, Portugal, the Netherlands, Germany and returned via Paris.

Even after we came into the peace process, there have been international misconceptions about the Maoists. It was to set the record straight that I took a Europe tour last month. That is why every moment was extremely important for me. When I had to spend hours at a hotel in Bahrain, I felt uneasy and impatient. I travelled through France, England, Portugal, the Netherlands, Germany and returned via Paris.

During the armed insurgency, more than 120 countries had labelled the Maoists terrorists with Red Corner Notices. Even after we came into the mainstream and joined the government, many countries still view us with suspicion and fear because of media disinformation. I found the European countries I visited to be very positive towards the Maoists, but the purpose of my trip was to clear any remaining suspicions.

I met South Asian experts in England and Germany, I explained to them the country’s politics and the Maoist ideology. What everyone wanted to know was how the peace process was going, and if the ceasefire would hold.

I was most impressed by the Netherlands and Switzerland. It makes no difference to me if these two nations are considered examples of bourgeois democracies. There are many geographic similarities between Nepal and Switzerland. But there are many things we can learn. There are 20 times more cars in Switzerland than in Nepal, yet there are no traffic jams because everyone follows traffic rules. I marvelled at their clean roads and kept wondering about our chaotic bus parks and airports and India’s train stations. If you find cockroaches in your hotel room, they ask you if you’ve come from the Third World.

America still refuses to acknowledge the Maoists as a legitimate political power. There is a growing movement in Europe against America. This trip has changed the way a lot of countries look at the Maoists. European countries want to learn how to fight a revolution in the 21st century from us and we can learn about the scientific advances and financial and social progress they have made.

It was while Sihanouk was in exile in China, he met Mao, who advised the king to accept himself as a communist. Although born to a royal family, Sihanouk was actually put in power by the French. However, in 1953, his fight to liberate Cambodia put him in the centre of Cambodia’s politics. He is commended for maintaining peace and stability in Cambodia in 1950s and 60s, but is criticised for the crisis Cambodia went through during the 1970s.

But he became progressively weaker and was unseated by General Lon Nol while visiting the Soviet Union in 1970. While exiled in China, he met Mao, who advised the king to accept himself as a communist.

It was while Sihanouk was in China that Pol Pot wanted to form an alliance so Sihanouk joined hands with the Khmer Rouge to topple Gen Lon Nol’s US-backed government. In 1975, the Khmer Rouge came to power and Pol Pot asked Sihanouk to join him. It is understood that Mao played an important role in convincing Sihanouk to return to Cambodia.

Sihanouk returned to Cambodia and was made the president. He resigned later, was put under house arrest and seven members of his family murdered by the Khmer Rouge. After the defeat of the Khmer Rouge, Sihanouk once more returned to Cambodia, and worked with the army to find a solution to the conflict. In 1993 a UN-supervised election was held and Sihanouk was reinstated as the king. But he decided to abdicate in 2004 and his son was made the new king.

Strong madhes

Hridayesh Tripathi in Nepal, 23 December

It is not because of a lack of political opportunities that we are forming these regional parties. We already hold positions in political parties, as MPs and as members of the government. But the political parties were unable to address the concerns of the madhesi people. I resigned from my post as minister during the madhes uprising. It was only after 54 MPs and ministers took out a press release that the concerns of the madhesi started to be addressed. But there hasn’t been as much progress even after the sacrifices we made.

The madhes uprising put forward three arguments. One, the...
madhes is united in its fight for self-respect. Two, the madhes is a part of Nepal. And third, even if madhesi ministers may not take part in the struggle the people are ready to fight. The people are leading the politicians.

Our madhes uprising stopped parliamentary sessions for a month and four days. It was then that the need for a strong political pressure group was realised. Also, it was then that the presence of armed military groups in the tarai was felt. Some had a political agenda while some did not. This made the problem worse, but even in a situation like this, the three big political parties were unwilling to address it jointly.

After we planned to start up a new party, the prime minister, just like every other South Asian politician, labelled us ‘foreign instigated’. Prachanda shocked us by threatening to deploy both the Nepal Army and the Maoists against us because there are no madhesi in both the armies. We want to solve everything through political means but are in no position to trust the state or parties.

This country is ours, but the nation isn’t. This feeling permeates all the madhesis, janajatis, indigenous people and women. That is why they are asking to be included in the government. What we want is for the entire madhes to be made autonomous.

We are clear on the issue of a republic. We have fought for a democracy but we believe in peaceful politics. We will soon make clear our expectations from the armed groups, seven political parties and the Maoists. It is not our intention to weaken any political party, rather we just want to make the madhes strong.
After several years of hosting just a handful of hardy visitors, improving political stability is allowing western Nepal’s isolated Bardiya National Park to bounce back.

With the size of almost 1,000 sq km, Bardiya is the largest and least disturbed of the tarai’s wilderness areas and is the place where you are more likely to spot the tiger than in Chitwan. A herd of wild Asiatic elephants, including the biggest specimen ever recorded in the wild (see box), also lives in the park along with rhinos, hundreds of bird species, plus an assortment of deer, reptiles, insects, fish and even Gangetic fresh-water dolphin.

Mentioned in guidebooks as a remote alternative to Chitwan, tourism in Bardiya has suffered because of its location. In 2001 almost 9,000 people visited the national park, but by 2005 the number was down to zero. However poachers have been active in the uncertainty of the interim period. The remains of a poached tiger and a rhinoceros were found last month in Bardiya. There are only 30 rhinos that remain in Bardiya, many of them translocated from Chitwan.

The drive from Nepalgunj airport to Bardiya revealed once again what is so beautiful about the tarai. Yellow fields of tori are reminiscent of the Canadian prairies, beautiful women in red saris are elegantly perched on bicycles, bullock carts laden with dried grass lumber along the highway, and there is a uniquely more gentle pace of life. The park entrance is reached after an hour and a half along a smooth and almost carless road. The park headquarters at Thakurdwara and most of the accommodation is located another half-hour away.

Initially a hunting reserve, the 386 sq km Royal Karnali Wildlife Reserve was gazetted in 1976 to increase the amount of protected lowland forest ecosystem in Nepal. Bardiya was expanded to almost 1,000 sq km in 1984 and upgraded to national park. The Tiger Tops tented camp here re-opened in October and is a tranquil and stunning location. Within minutes of arriving I had binoculars glued to my eyes as I watched two wild elephants drink and take a sand bath on the opposite side of the river.

There are seven other places to stay at Bardiya, most of which saw a noticeable increase in visitors this season. Walkers and their guides are becoming common again in the jungle trails. In just over an hour of looking a marquet tailed drongo, brown fish owl, stork billed kingfisher, giant stork and a few others were ticked off the birding list.

Bardiya has 400 bird species. The list of reptiles is also impressive and a three metre Indian python was spotted sunning itself just five minutes drive from the lodge. The ‘wildlife spotted’ column in the
visitor’s book at the lodge is an indication what is on offer in Bardiya. Regular entries include: black buck, rhinoceros, spotted deer, gharial, marsh mugger, wild pigs, hog deer, herds of spotted deer, tiger and wild elephants.

This month, visitors could potentially spot nearly all the animals, except the tigers which may have been scared off by the annual free-for-all elephant grass collecting season for the villagers in the buffer zone. For Rs 15 villagers are allowed to cut all the grass they can carry for three days.

Some people joke that there are now more tourists than animals in Chitwan, making a trip to Bardiya well worth the effort it takes to get there.

Wanda Vivequin is a Canada-based guide and regular visitor to Nepal.

Where is Rajagaj?

Bardiya’s biggest attraction for wildlife spotters used to be Rajagaj, the biggest Asiatic wild elephant ever recorded. The majestic 70-year-old beast which was 3.1 metres tall and had long tusks would often be seen grazing with his herd by one of the branches of the Karnali at the national park. But Rajagaj hasn’t been spotted for two years and no one knows whether he is dead or alive.

“We haven’t seen him at all,” admits Bardiya ranger Ramesh Thapa, “but that could be because there are no tourists looking for him, he may still be alive.” The last sighting was in August 2005.

Bardiya’s bull elephants are the largest Asian elephants, and are almost as big as African elephants. They also have unique mammoth-like domed heads, which is unlike other Asian elephants.
How the silliness of humans causes the suffering of others

When I first heard there was such a sport as elephant polo I was taken aback. And when the annual deluge of coverage of this sport happens like it did last month, the questions that came to mind were: “why?” and “how?”

I played my fair share of hockey as a kid which seems to be the cruder north American version of elephant polo and I was confused. How do you get something the size of a TATA truck to play polo? I see lots of people trying to score a goal. It was hard for me to conceive of some kibbles and stroke his tusk, which reminded me of Virgo. I had never been that close to an elephant and would have been very content to just feed him some biscuits and stroke his proboscis, which reminded me of my own.

I apologized to Limbu for having to climb aboard the viewing contraption strapped to his back, but I did, squeezing into a wooden basket filled with half-dozen tourists. The insanity of the situation would have made me laugh, but I got close enough to see Limbu’s scars from repeated beatings from his trainer, and to note his battered feet and thighs from being made to crash through the jungle balancing a boatload of humans, and then being punished by his trainer for almost dumping us into a swamp when his leg gave out. At that point he looked a lot older than 47, and his sad tired demeanor was very depressing.

That people would actually organize a sporting event (funded mostly by alcohol manufacturers, and like the sailing sport industry, hosted by a major watch manufacturer) are we really to get out and cheer for our favourite team of polo pachyderms chasing a ball, as in this year’s Kings Cup? Haven’t we banned pit-bull and cock-fights? Haven’t we got rid of bull-fighting? Aren’t it rodeo and circus ticket sales way down? Well, sadly not. But all of these human activities do seem very old-school and from a generation past.

Today we seem to be more content watching the World’s Stupidest Pet Trick and The Most Fabulous Animal Rescues on Animal Planet, where our active participation is with the remote control instead of any kind of wicket or ball or out on a field of any kind. The creation of this sport has to do with a simple formula: Humans are urbanizing and deforesting the wild habitat of these magnificent mammals faster than animal activists and environmentalists can scream alarm.

Civil unrest in rural areas (normally habituated by elephants) is on the rise worldwide, meaning that conservation areas are becoming disrupted, if not abandoned. In Nepal the conflict turned our parks into war zones, making for a very unhappy place for any being to live, yet they still are organizing elephant polo as a last ditch effort to attract tourists. The pressures of human population growth is also pushing animals like elephants to the brink of insanity. Consider the recent news reports from India and Nepal about the shooting of so-called wild killer bull elephants but mostly adult resident bulls who were read as hell and not gonna take it anymore.

So why elephant polo, and why now? Here is what I think: to give a new generation of elephants with no place to go and nothing to do a job; the age-old job of amusing human masters and spinning off advertising dollars. It’s just another business to replace the lost ivory one. Instead of doing the right thing, preserving dwindling habitats, developing the elephant polo industry looks to be the winning and more profitable ticket for those owning the refuge-elephant population.

And next week, look out for the Elephant Festival in Sauraha where the animals will be forced to play football, take part in 100-metre dash races and the lot. Anything to make these magnificent animals anthropogenic.

www.stopelephantpolo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/animalnepal/
Country Manager Jordan Ng of Canon Singapore was in Kathmandu last week. He spoke to Nepali Times about the boom in the South Asian market and his company’s marketing campaign in Nepal.

Nepali Times: What is your assessment of the digital photography market in Nepal?
Jordan Ng: Canon is going to market itself and achieve the share of number one position. We are not yet number one in all the categories. We look forward to at least 40 percent growth in 2008. We will carry out a lot of advertising, end user promotions and campaigns. We will provide free trainings for consumers, we will have an interactive Q&A section on our website for local customers.

What are the challenges?
For imaging products, we have a lot of inflow from neighbouring countries. It is difficult to stop inflow because Nepalis go to neighbouring countries and bring back Canon products. We have to provide support services and warranty. We cannot reject them because Canon is a global brand. Therefore, our biggest challenge will be to educate local customers to buy locally. The local market hasn’t really touched Canon products yet. Therefore the initiative to create a Canon showroom, which will be a place where customers can touch, feel and learn about the products before they buy.

Is the analog technology dead? What is the industry assessment?
In terms of digital vs analog, the former has phased out. In global trends we are already moving on to high definition. There are high definition panels for video and tv. High definition video and image quality is what Canon is good at. Soon everything will be digital and analog will no longer be in market anymore.

In the next five years, how do you see the convergence of photography with mobile telephony?
Mobile phones today have 3 or 3.5 megapixels and some can also do video. However, in terms of quality they are not up to the mark. If you were to download whatever you have captured in your camera phone onto the computer and play it out big, you will see a lot of pixelation. Phones are used to make calls, while imaging and video products have to have quality. Since the final output is going to be projected and high definition, why not use a camera, which will give you high quality images and videos? Canon has no plans of making camera phones. We are looking at quality. If you want a high-resolution image you have to use a sensor for camera which current mobile phones can’t sustain. We don’t think you can turn a phone into an imaging device.

How do you see the growth of professional photography market in South Asia?
Our market share in South Asia has been growing every year. We are already exceeding our 30 percent market growth in the region. This means Canon has become the preferred choice for dealers and consumers. Our strength is that we are good at giving not just technical but also customer service.

What are some of your future plans in Nepal?
We want to target the young people, who go abroad to work and bring back money. We want to also tap into the corporate and business class who travel frequently. They have the opportunity to buy Canon products when they travel, but we want educate them that it is better to buy our products locally. We may negotiate tourism packages with some travel agencies. In terms of printing products, Canon will do more to build its image here in Nepal. We already have strong competition in printing products. Corporate offices, hotels and banks are used to using a specific brand and it may not be easy to penetrate, so we will have to do some brand convergence exercises.

Think globally, buy locally
China’s Market Leninism

Mao made history, and history is remaking Mao

ROSS TERRILL

Taxi drivers in south China hang a Mao portrait on their steering wheels to ward off accidents. Nightclub singers in Beijing throng to lyrics from Mao’s Quotations. Urban youth relax in Cultural Revolution-style cafés at rough-hewn tables with Mao slogans on the wall, eating peasant dishes as they answer cell phones and chat about the stock market. Mao temples exist in some Buddhist villages, the altar adorned with a serene Mao image. As President Hu Jintao tries to lead. A cherished trait of Chinese emperors was the twitching of a society whose post-Marxist and communist party organisation. Fourth was the hangover in Mao’s mind and Chinese society generally of an emperor mentality.

Today, young pro-market Chinese who devour Hayek’s Road to Serfdom and books on American business are embracing an anti-state Chinese tradition (best known in the West through Taoism). They would— but will not—get—a China without politics. A new public philosophy, when it comes, as it must, will come from Deng-ism (continued by President Hu) was a retreat from as much as possible of Maoism without endangering Leninist political power.

We return to the ‘solution’ of having Mao float into folklore as a modern-day Yellow Emperor for an age of weapons in space and the WTO, a figure of dignity who can serve as a fashion model for green silk pajamas, as I recently noticed in a Shanghai department store. Such ‘Maoism’ is the twitching of a society whose post-Marxist and communist party organisation. Fourth was the hangover in Mao’s mind and Chinese society generally of an emperor mentality.

With every 1 kg of Dabur Honey you get a 100 gm pack Kelley’s Comfits FREE!

ROSS TERRILL, a research associate at Harvard’s Fairbank Center, is the author of The New Chinese Empire (Basic Books, 2004).
Radio movie
When ambition collides with truth

Kasi Lemmons’ Talk to Me is a film about radio personality Petey Greene, that shutters through three decades of his life, beginning in 1966 with his stint on the PA system of the prison he is incarcerated in to his rise to media prominence. Talk to Me has many of the trappings of a biopic and sadly frequently falls on being formulac in many ways of films of this genre: the subject’s heavy boozing and chronic infidelity, maudlin sentimentally, and the obligatory posthumous commemoration. But it also gives us a clue to its subject’s appeal: his connection with his audience and community, his ability to speak brazenly and his compulsion to skewer convention.

The film isn’t simply a story of Greene (Cheadle), however, it is just as much about his complicated relationship with Dewey Hughes (Ellior), the producer that gives Greene his first break. At first Greene doggedly pursues Hughes in the hopes of landing a show on his radio station, and this first portion of the film relies on the levity of the old and familiar comic contrast between the hip Greene and the straight-laced Hughes. Cheadle embodies his role, bestowing it with a cracking electricity, while Ellior understanding the drive his character possesses, gives a charged performance that will not allow Cheadle’s more flamboyant role to eclipse his. When Greene’s career skyrockets, Hughes sees his potential for reaching his own aspirations vicariously. That pursuit inevitably ensues into bitter divisions. Perhaps because the script is overworked, the tone of the film is inconsistent: the comic levy of its start sits uneasy with heaviness in the middle. But it succeeds in highlighting two divergent and insoluble ambitions: Hughes’ desire for success epitomized by the mainstream and recognition, and Greene’s impulse to speak the truth to his own community.

The talk radio genre: the subject’s heavy boozing and chronic infidelity, maudlin sentimentality, and the obligatory posthumous commemoration. But it also gives us a clue to its subject’s appeal: his connection with his audience and community, his ability to speak brazenly and his compulsion to skewer convention. The film isn’t simply a story of Greene (Cheadle), however, it is just as much about his complicated relationship with Dewey Hughes (Ellior), the producer that gives Greene his first break. At first Greene doggedly pursues Hughes in the hopes of landing a show on his radio station, and this first portion of the film relies on the levity of the old and familiar comic contrast between the hip Greene and the straight-laced Hughes. Cheadle embodies his role, bestowing it with a cracking electricity, while Ellior understanding the drive his character possesses, gives a charged performance that will not allow Cheadle’s more flamboyant role to eclipse his. When Greene’s career skyrockets, Hughes sees his potential for reaching his own aspirations vicariously. That pursuit inevitably ensues into bitter divisions. Perhaps because the script is overworked, the tone of the film is inconsistent: the comic levy of its start sits uneasy with heaviness in the middle. But it succeeds in highlighting two divergent and insoluble ambitions: Hughes’ desire for success epitomized by the mainstream and recognition, and Greene’s impulse to speak the truth to his own community.

CRITICAL CINEMA
A Angelo D’Silva

A rare success story in removing a dangerous legacy of the war

Progressive demining
A rare success story in removing a dangerous legacy of the war

JASON MIKLJAN

Lanthmines and improvised explosive devices are notoriously prevalent in Nepal. Used primarily as strategic obstacles and tripwires, they continue to dot the countryside as remnants of war. Since the 2006 ceasefire alone, there have been over 350 casualties within 50 of Nepal’s 75 districts. Even more disturbing is that over half of today’s victims are children, a higher percentage than anywhere else in the world. Mines kill indiscriminately, and can lie active for over 50 years as a cruel reminder of the elusiveness of true peace. Throughout Nepal, tens of thousands of these devices still wait to claim new victims.

Fortunately, the machinery of hope has begun. Identified as a priority issue in last year’s peace agreement, momentum on clearing landmine-affected areas is increasing, and the first team of Nepal Army forces trained by UNMIN-contracted AmorGroup has already demined several areas.

Lanthmines and improvised explosive devices are notoriously prevalent in Nepal. Used primarily as strategic obstacles and tripwires, they continue to dot the countryside as remnants of war. Since the 2006 ceasefire alone, there have been over 350 casualties within 50 of Nepal’s 75 districts. Even more disturbing is that over half of today’s victims are children, a higher percentage than anywhere else in the world. Mines kill indiscriminately, and can lie active for over 50 years as a cruel reminder of the elusiveness of true peace. Throughout Nepal, tens of thousands of these devices still wait to claim new victims.

Fortunately, the machinery of hope has begun. Identified as a priority issue in last year’s peace agreement, momentum on clearing landmine-affected areas is increasing, and the first team of Nepal Army forces trained by UNMIN-contracted AmorGroup has already demined several areas.

Most notably, last month’s clearing of the 174 mines near the Khimti hydropower plant restored full functional capacity to a valuable local utility. The Maoists and the Nepal Army forces are now willingly providing sensitive military information to assist in mine cleanup efforts.

A lot of the credit goes to anti-mine activist Purna Shobba Chhitkhar of the Nepal chapter of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL). Chhitkhar has helped spread public awareness of the landmine issue among Nepali politicians despite years of apathy. Landmines and unexploded ordnance are now viewed as legitimate humanitarian concerns and a legacy of the war. UNICEF and Handicap International are developing and expanding their victim assistance programs. Beneficiaries include those maimed by the 2005 Mush bus attack and orphans of mine victims. The program provides long-time integration solutions through education scholarships for children and resources for mine victims to start businesses. However, limited funding means that only a fraction of victims are assisted. This life-changing scheme can be expanded throughout Nepal if funding is increased. After initial delays demining activities are now progressing through Maoist, Nepal Army, and UN joint activities. Nepal Army Brigadier General and head of mine operations Lok Thapu, UNMIN senior mine action advisor Grant Milthorpe and the Maoist leadership deserve recognition. Farms and strategic and military bases are being demined, one of the few directives of the peace agreement that are actually being implemented.

Now, Nepal needs to ratify the Ottawa Treaty and join the 156 states that have already signed it pledging to eliminate landmines and improvised explosive devices (IEDs) from combat use. Although all parties in Nepal have agreed in principle to the treaty, foot dragging in the interim assembly has delayed action. Mines and IEDs can comprise a key component of military strategy, but the fact that they do not distinguish between civilians, allies, and enemies illustrates that they have no place in any war fought on behalf of citizens.

Access to mined areas remains a primary hurdle due to military warfare and lack of infrastructure. Further, mapping of existing terrain is either nonexistent (Maoist), rendering the true scope of the problem unclear. Also, devices occasionally explode in houses after being collected for their metal value. Although casualties have diminished substantially since 2005, all current deaths and injuries now are victim-activated.

While recognising the difficulty road ahead, all parties involved should be commended for their efforts thus far to eradicate a monstrous leftover of war. In a time when interim legislatures are adjourned almost as soon as they begin, and partisan political bickering continues, it is easy to overlook real progress. For once, there is enough credit to pass around.
EXHIBITIONS

- Kathmandu Off Beat exhibition of the best 15 photos, until 31 December at Alliance Française.
- The Mihila Cosmos an exhibition by SC Suman, from Thursday, 7 December, at Siddhartha Art Gallery.
- Larger than Life panels by Khisor Kayastha, exhibition and sale, until 15 January, 8AM-6PM at the Indigo Gallery, Naxal.
- Enchanting Life with Light photo show by Rocky Prapat at The Bakery Café, Pulchowk until 10 January. 9851014920

EVENTS

- The Battle of Algiers a film by Gino Pontecorvo, presented by Candid Society, 21 December, 7PM at Alliance Française.
- animalNEPAL community meeting to discuss the street dogs of Patan, 4PM on 23 December and 6 January at the Summit Hotel.
- Christmas eve carol service by the Kathmandu International Christian Congregation, at the British School, Jhamikhel, 6.30 PM on 24 December and 9.30 AM on 25 December.
- Free children’s party at Welcome Food Plaza, Khashamandap Bazaar Building, with children’s bingo, face painting, 24 December. 2397201
- In the Mood for Love a film by Wong Kar Wai, at the Rimal Theatre, Gurukul, 4.30PM, 24 December. 4466956
- Salsa Nite! Dance to give a child a chance organized by Social Action Volunteers at Kantil Hospital, from 5.30-9PM on 26 December, Rs 350 per couple. 4414389
- Christmas eve carol service by the Kathmandu International Christian Congregation, at the British School, Jhamikhel, 6.30 PM on 24 December and 9.30 AM on 25 December.
- Free children’s party at Welcome Food Plaza, Khashamandap Bazaar Building, with children’s bingo, face painting, 24 December. 2397201
- In the Mood for Love a film by Wong Kar Wai, at the Rimal Theatre, Gurukul, 4.30PM, 24 December. 4466956
- Salsa Nite! Dance to give a child a chance organized by Social Action Volunteers at Kantil Hospital, from 5.30-9PM on 26 December, Rs 350 per couple. 4414389
- Children Expo 2007 at the Direction Exhibition and Convention Centre, UJWT, 27-30 December from 11AM-5PM. 417101
- Be a celebrity at Hotel Shangri-La, with Coyote Ugly dancers from Europe and DJ Elgin from Turkey, 31 December. 4412999
- Sinners in Heaven Hotel Yak and Yeti, 31 December, 8PM onwards, Rs 1,799, inclusive of unlimited drinks and dinner.

MUSIC

- Inner Groove the best of fusion jazz and reggae at Moksh Live, 21 December, 8.30PM. 5528212.
- Paleti with Aavas at the nepa-la-y sala, Kaklasthan, 28 December at 6PM, Rs 555. 4412469
- Christmas party with Catch 22 at the Zest
- Steak escape with premium beef steaks at the Olive Bar and Bistro, Radisson Hotel, until 23 December.
- Christmas Eve dinner at the Chimney Restaurant, Hotel Yak and Yeti, 6.30-9.30 PM, 24 December. Rs 6,999 for couple.
- Traditional Christmas dinner at the Summit Hotel, 25 December, Rs 890, 7PM; jazz brunch with Jazztonics Revised, 26 December, 11AM-3PM.
- Traditional Christmas dinner by the fireplace 24 December-1 January at Kitov’s of Kathmandu, Thamel. 4250440
- Traditional Xmas dinner in historic settings with heated dining areas at 1905, Kantipath. 4255272
- Illy espresso coffee at the Galleria cafe, Thamel with contemporary Art exhibition at the Galleria lounge, every Friday expresso coffee cocktails.
- Dice-licious brunch at Kakori, Soaate Crown Plaza, Saturdays and Sundays, 12.30-5.30PM. 4273999
- Enjoy the new menu at Roadhouse Café Pulchok, Bhaktapur and Thamel. 5521755, 4426587, 4262768.
- Christmas dinner with turkey and pork chops at the New Orleans Café, Thamel. 4700736
- Cocktails and jazz with the JCS Quartet and a choice of cocktails at Fusion – the Bar at Dwarika’s. 4479448
- Starry night barbecue at Hotel Shangri-la with Live performance by Girey Gurung every Friday 6.30 PM onwards. 4412999

GETAWAYS

- Christmas package two nights three days package, Rs.10,999 nett per person on twin share basis at Shangri-La Village, Pokhara. 4412999
- Fulbari Resort and Spa, Pokhara Rs 10,999 for Nepali double, Rs119 for expat double, two days and three nights package, with transportation from the airport, drinks, tennis and swimming, discounts on food and beverages.

For inclusion in the listing send information to editors@jainepalnepal.com

WEATHER

KATHMANDU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs 10999</td>
<td>Rs 10999</td>
<td>Rs 10999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This huge system over south India seen partly in this satellite picture taken on Thursday morning set off a plume that took moisture straight into central China. The resulting circulation ass-pulled dry cold air into northern India, which sent the mercury plummeting to zero this week in Kathmandu. The frost is likely to remain, as will the spectacular views because of the clear air. The maximum temperature is likely to fall even more in the coming days with breezy sunny afternoons, misty mornings with frost. Early next week, the temperatures should climb a notch.

By NGAMINDRA DAHAL
LIKE FISH NEED BICYCLES: Famous feminist Gloria Steinem takes a break from the Equality Now-sponsored meeting on trafficking in Kathmandu last week to catch up with the Times.

CATCHING UP WITH THE READING: Policepersons took a break to enjoy the afternoon sun before a protest by landless peasants from western Nepal arrived at Maitighar Mandala on Wednesday.

GIVE CREDIT WHERE IT’S DUE: Veteran composer and singer Manik Ratna Shhapit receives a lifetime achievement award from Kamran Bakr, managing director of Unilever at the Hits FM Music Awards 2007 last week.

IT’S A ZOO OUT THERE: Passengers piled up at the departure area at TIA on Thursday afternoon because only two of the four luggage x-rays were working.
Red Label Revolution

Just how serious the parties are about elections can be gauged from the fact that they have already consulted the astrologers about auspicious planetary alignments for polls and have come up with two dates: March 16 or April 10.

Let me get this right. GP is accused by kangresi hardliners that he is too republican and making friends with communists. Meanwhile, PKD is accused by baddie hardliners for being a closet royalist and making overtures to "nationalist monarchists". Do you also get the sense something ain’t quite right here?

This can only mean one thing, in this Ass’ humble opinion, that if both are making the radicals angry both are the only sensible guys in their respective parties, and deserve our support.

Shame on Outlook, therefore, for belittling our awe-inspiring dear leader by doing that hatchet job on the Rolex Revolutionary and printing a rude cartoon showing him with a potbelly, wearing a Rado, riding a Pajero, with Set Wet gel in his hair, and standing dangerously close to a bottle of Red Label. Just for the record: our Comrade Chairman wears a TAGHeuer, not a Rado, and he rides a Bolero, not a Pajero, his gel is Gatsby not Set Wet and he's put on 12 kg not 15 kg. Can't these Indian mags get anything right?

Although the three summiteers at Baluwatar are now nearing a consensus, the meetings this week got off to a rocky start with Girjau getting so worked up he needed artificial supplemental oxygen during a particularly heated session in which Macoonay was reduced to yelling through his muffler. "Do what you want," the prime minister is reported to have told his two leftie interlocutors after MKN had the temerity to insist that the prime minister resign if the elections can’t be held on Chait 28.

In a rare outburst, Comrade Macoonay is supposed to have retorted: "Of course you should resign and start taking some responsibility around here." The prime minister is reported to have have finally shown some flexibility on the Maoist proposal of a roundtable conference by saying he’d had no objections to a tea party.

At this point the Ass’s moles have a slightly different take on what happened next. Koirala family sources say it was actually the prime minister who got up and walked out, but UML sources say it was actually their supremo who did the stomping and this suddenly left His Fierceness thrust into the uncustomary role of mediator. It must be said here that Comrade Fearsome is under doctor’s orders not to get too worked up about the state of the nation lest his hypertension goes high tension again. In fact, party hardliners have been told to lay off the chairman for the time being and aim all their barbs at BB.

Which is probably why Comrade Red Flag has been bringing in reinforcements from India for moral support, big guns like fellow-traveller Ananda Swaroop Verma. Why do we have to troop off every now and then to Hotel Kamal to listen to these self-professed Nepal experts from the south of the border who want revolution in every country except their own? This is where the line between the intelligentsia and the intelligence community gets a bit blurred.

Anyway, meteorologists have detected a certain warmth in relations between the Injuns and the Maoists with Comrade Awesome possibly being invited on an official visit, which means the Chairman’s trick of spooking the Indians by going off on a nationalist tangent after talking to the Chinese delegation worked like magic.

And now that Shailaja Auntie has failed her physicals for ambassadorship to Delhi, that leaves the field wide open for the Maoists to step in. Hey, how about sending BB?

ass@nepalitimes.com